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A b s t r a c t  
Coalbed methane can be detected employing the amplitude-
variation-with-offset technique. However, there are two issues in apply-
ing this technique to a coalbed: strong azimuthal anisotropy resulting 
from high-density fractures, and the seismic response being composed of 
many or several individual reflections within the coalbed. To overcome 
these difficulties, we present an exact solution for reflections in extensive 
dilatancy anisotropy media. First, we build a three-layer model and simu-
late the wave propagation in this model. Then we derive an exact P- and 
converted S-wave reflection coefficient equation based on boundary con-
ditions. Finally, substituting given model parameters into the exact equa-
tion, we obtain the variation in the reflection coefficient with incidence 
angle. The results show that the fracture factors, wavelet frequency and 
thickness of the coalbed have different effects on the reflection coeffi-
cient. Furthermore, we create a synthetic seismogram by forward calcula-
tion, and the result fits well with results of the exact equation. 
Key words: extensive dilatancy anisotropy, amplitude-variation-with-
offset response, wave propagation for wave field modeling, reflection 
coefficient. 




In recent decades, coalbed methane (CBM) has become one of the most im-
portant future fuel resources in many countries. It has been claimed that the 
worldwide resources of methane trapped in coal are greater than the total re-
serves of all known conventional gas fields (Bachu and Bell 2001). Because 
of its extensive presence in coalbeds, not only can CBM be explored as 
a clean energy in industrial production, but it is also a hazard in traditional 
mining. Coal and methane outbursts, which threaten the lives of coal miners, 
may occur when a coal mining operation breaks into CBM that has accumu-
lated in natural or manmade voids (Hu and McMechan 2007). Therefore, the 
detection of CBM plays an important role in exploring fuel resources and 
ensuring the safety of coal miners. 
As a direct hydrocarbon-detection technique, the amplitude variation 
with offset (AVO) technique has been used in the oil and gas industry for 
more than 20 years. With seismic prestack data, the technique can be em-
ployed to predict reservoir properties and the fluid content. The theoretical 
basis of the AVO technique is the Zoeppritz equation, which was first pro-
posed by Zoeppritz (1919). Zoeppritz calculated the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients of plane waves generated by an incidence wave at a flat 
interface separating two homogeneous half-spaces. Because the complexity 
of the problem obscures any physical insight into the AVO signature, simpli-
fied or approximate equations have been discussed in the literature (e.g., Aki 
and Richards 1980, Bortfeld 1961, Shuey 1985). The equations describe the 
physical phenomenon that provides a possibility of direct hydrocarbon detec-
tion. Ostrander (1984) first introduced a practical application of the AVO ef-
fect, showing that the presence of gas causes amplitudes to increase with 
offset. Rutherford and Williams (1989) classified the AVO anomalies relat-
ing various AVO phenomena to their geologic and geophysical origins and 
established a consistent and theoretical AVO-anomaly interpretation system. 
Castagna et al. (1998) discussed the Rutherford and Williams’ classification 
and proposed a fourth class of sand (class IV). Furthermore, many research-
ers have studied the AVO research of anisotropic media and obtained a lot of 
useful conclusions on the detection of cracks and fluid (e.g., Wright 1987, 
Chen 1995, Bakulin et al. 2000a, b). And now, the AVO technique has 
drawn substantial attention within the oil industry, eventually becoming a 
commercial tool.  
Although the AVO technique has matured sufficiently to be used in find-
ing oil and gas, it cannot be used directly in CBM detection for three main 
reasons. First, CBM is a form of natural gas that commonly exists in 
coalbeds. Unlike traditional natural gas that accumulates in a free state, 
CBM is stored in deeply buried coal seams by a process called “adsorption” 
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in a near-liquid state and lines the inside of pores within the coal (called the 
matrix). Coal is a porous medium with a dual-pore system comprising 
microcracks and cleats and micropores. Furthermore, the high-density verti-
cal cracks and fractures contained in a coalbed result in strong seismic ani-
sotropy. Shuck et al. (1996) and Ramos and Davis (1997) studied the 
multicomponent characterization of a CBM reservoir and demonstrated 
moderate to strong anisotropy of 30-50%, which is higher than the anisotro-
py of other sedimentary rocks (10-20%). As the theoretical basis of AVO 
technology, Zoeppritz equation is mainly applied to isotropy and weak ani-
sotropy. In strongly anisotropic environments, where the anisotropic proper-
ties are possibly induced by aligned fractures, fillings or other factors, 
conventional AVO analysis could be distorted significantly and inaccurate. 
Second, the coalbed is considered to be a thin bed. The seismic response 
recorded at the surface is composed of many or several individual reflec-
tions, including reflections from the top and bottom of the coal seam, con-
verted wave reflections, and multiple reflections (Gochioco 1991, Meissner 
and Meixner 1969). Third, in the coal industry, the seismic data acquisition 
requirements (such as sampling, offsets, noise types, etc.) are very different 
from oil detection. In addition, coal seams can produce distinct reflections 
because of the exceptionally large impedance contrast with respect to roof 
and floor rocks. Therefore, AVO analysis is not suitable for CBM detection. 
We need build a new model suitable for a coalbed instead of applying the 
conventional AVO to CBM detection directly. 
A few researchers have transferred AVO technique to CBM exploration. 
Ramos and Davis (1997) characterized fractured reservoirs and applied the 
AVO technique to CBM exploration of the Cedar Hill Field. Peng et al. 
(2006) compared the strengths and weaknesses of the AVO technique for 
CBM reservoirs with those of the AVO technique for gas sand reservoirs and 
detected rich methane within coal seams. However, the reflection coeffi-
cients of the coalbed that are more important for describing AVO responses 
have not been calculated using a set of exact formulae. Wave propagation 
should be analyzed to investigate the characteristics of elastic wave propaga-
tion in a fractured coalbed. A formula can then be derived to calculate the re-
flection coefficients. 
In this study, we analyzed the fractured coalbed with strong anisotropy. 
We consider the coalbed to be an extensive dilatancy anisotropic (EDA) me-
dium, which is typically produced by a system of vertical cracks. We used 
Cheng’s (1993) model and the Kelvin–Christoffel equations to estimate the 
elastic parameters of the EDA medium and compute the wave velocity, re-
spectively. A three-layer medium model (the EDA medium spread between 
two isotropic layers) was then designed with the cracks along the 90° azi-
muth. The elastic wave propagation was simulated at azimuthal angles of 0° 
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and 90°. We derived an exact formula from the Zoeppritz equation to calcu-
late the reflection coefficients with high precision. When the physical pa-
rameters of the coalbed are estimated for the model, the change in P- and 
converted S-wave reflection coefficients with different fracture factors can 
be analyzed.  
2. THEORETICAL  ASPECTS 
2.1 Anisotropy of the coalbed 
It is widely known that anisotropy pervades most rocks in the Earth’s crust. 
Coal is an unusual reservoir rock that has an impermeable and isotropic ma-
trix together with a fabric of natural fractures known as cleats or cracks that 
most likely causes the observed anisotropy. It is important to model the 
coalbed with layers of elastic anisotropy when we describe the wave propa-
gation through a fractured coalbed. 
Crampin (1989) classified anisotropy into 10 groups according to the 
symmetry of the medium produced by the wave driving force. One class of 
anisotropy, EDA, was firstly proposed by Crampin (1984). He pointed out 
that stress-induced cracks would be open in the direction of maximum stress 
and closed in the direction of minimum stress. Stress-aligned near-parallel 
near-vertical cracks are thus formed. EDA is used frequently to describe 
a system of parallel and vertically aligned penny-shaped cracks embedded in 
an isotropic matrix, and has hexagonal symmetry with a horizontal axis of 
symmetry, parallel to the minimum horizontal compressional stress. 
Generally, coalbeds are equivalent to EDA media because the aligned 
cracks contained by coalbeds are always distributed parallel to each other. 
A sketch of an EDA model is shown in Fig. 1. Research on the layout and 
anisotropy of EDA media helps clarify the factors affecting CBM. 
Fig. 1. Sketch of an EDA model. 
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2.2  Computation of the stiffness tensor 
The effective anisotropic stiffness tensor is a mathematical expression of 
anisotropy and is important in describing fractured rocks. Coal has a much 
higher fracture density than other sedimentary rocks. High fracture density 
leads to stronger anisotropy. In consideration of the strong anisotropy, it is 
important to choose a parameterization model to compute the stiffness tensor 
of anisotropic coal. There are two models commonly used to describe the 
fracture density of coal: the Hudson (1981) and the Cheng (1993) models. 
The widely accepted model for fracture-induced anisotropy is that of 
Hudson (1980, 1981). This model mainly uses Eshelby’s (1957) technique 
for calculating the elastic constants of cracked solids and the effects on 
seismic waves of scattering at penny-shaped ellipsoidal fractures or inclu-
sions. 
Hudson’s theory computes the stiffness tensor from the background rock 
moduli, crack density, aspect ratio, and physical parameters of material in-
side cracks. The crack density is defined as: 
 3 / ,Na V   (1) 
where N is the number of cracks of radius a in a volume V. The Hudson sec-
ond-order expression for the stiffness matrix C* is: 
 * 0 1 2 ,  C C C C  (2) 
where C0 is the stiffness tensor of the host rock (isotropic background rock). 
The first-order term C1 accounts for single scattering and the second-order 
term C2 gives the crack-crack interactions. Both C1 and C2 are perturbations 
of the isotropic stiffness tensor C0 of the uncracked solid. 
Hudson’s second-order formulation has been used by Crampin (1984) 
and other researchers to model anisotropy of seismic waves propagating 
through EDA cracks. However, it has been found that Hudson’s approxima-
tion is inaccurate for high crack densities. This is because the second-order 
terms can dominate the first-order terms at higher crack densities and the ef-
fective moduli increases with increasing crack density, as shown in Fig. 2a. 
Generally, it is assumed that this model works when the crack density is less 
than 0.1. 
To overcome the existing limits, Cheng’s (1993) idea was to extend 
Hudson’s theory to high crack density and reformulate the expansion as 
a Padé series. The problem of divergence at higher crack densities can be 
avoided using this Padé-approximation-based expansion. The improved for-
mulation for calculating the stiffness tensor is expressed as: 
 * 0 (1 ) (1 ) ,   C C A B  (3) 






Fig. 2. Comparison of the normalized 
elastic modulus calculated with Hud-
son’s (dashed line) and Cheng’s (solid 
line) models with different fracture 
densities for dry fractures (a), gas-
saturated fractures (b), and water-
saturated fractures (c). 
 
where  is the crack density. Padé coefficient matrixes A and B are defined 
as: 
    1 0 2 1, .     A C C B B C C  (4) 
We computed the elastic constants for the anisotropic layers using Hud-
son’s and Cheng’s theories for the properties of the fractured layer. Figure 2 
shows the elastic constants C11, C33, and C66 against crack density of the 
coalbed with dry, gas-saturated, and water-saturated cracks. The dashed lines 
and solid lines were calculated by Hudson’s second-order formulation and 
Cheng’s expansion, respectively. The background P- and S-wave velocities 
of the coalbed were, respectively, p0 = 2200 m/s  and  s0 = 1100 m/s, and 
the density was  0 = 1390 kg/m3. The average aspect ratio of cracks was 
0.002. The bulk moduli of the gas and water that filled the fractures were 2 
and 2250 MPa, respectively. The azimuth of the cracks is 90° (shown in 
Fig. 1). From Fig. 2, we see that Hudson’s expansion becomes physical for 
water-saturated cracks but unphysical for dry and gas-saturated cracks when 
the crack density is beyond 0.1. Meanwhile, Cheng’s formulation agrees 
well for coal over a large range of crack densities of up to 0.35. 
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2.3 Wave propagation in EDA media 
In the isotropic media, velocity of P and S waves do not vary with direction 
of propagation. The polarization directions are mutually orthogonal to each 
other. A P wave is polarized along its propagation direction. The polariza-
tion direction of an S wave is orthogonal to the propagation direction. 
In EDA media, wave propagation adds some new challenges. First, shear 
wave splitting can occur when a polarized shear wave enters an EDA medi-
um and splits into two polarized shear waves: SV and SH. One of the shear 
waves is faster than the other owing to the cracks in the medium. Second, a 
qualifier quasi is always written in front of “P wave” and “S wave” because 
the longitudinal wave or shear wave is not polarized normal to either the 
slowness or propagation directions for EDA media. Third, the wave velocity 
is dependent on propagation and polarization directions. 
According to the above, the derivation of wave velocities and that of po-
larization vectors are two necessary elements in studying wave propagation 
in EDA media. In this paper, we calculated the seismic wave velocities and 
associated polarization vectors from the solution of Kelvin–Christoffel equa-
tions for an arbitrary propagation direction (Appendix A). As described in 
Appendix A, crack-induced anisotropy has an important effect on wave ve-
locity. 
3. EXACT  SOLUTION  FOR  REFLECTIONS  IN  EDA  MEDIA 
To study the AVO response in a fractured coalbed, we need to establish a 
geological model and present solutions to the reflection problem. A coalbed 
is well known to be a layer of sedimentary rock buried between overlaying 
and underlying strata. The AVO response of the coalbed, which is always 
considered as a thin bed, is composed of many reflections. Wave propaga-
tion in layered isotropic media has been studied by many researchers (e.g., 
Du 1996), and an exact formula has been derived for calculating reflection 
coefficients. However, strong anisotropy is presented by the quite large 
crack density of the coalbed and the isotropic model is unable to provide ac-
curate results. Therefore, we have to build an anisotropic model. 
A three-layer model was established and is shown in Fig. 3b. The top 
and bottom layers are isotropic, while the middle layer is an EDA medium. 
To simplify the calculation, wave propagation is only simulated at azimuthal 
angles of 0° and 90°. In Figure 3b, the symmetry axis of cracks is parallel to 
the x direction. The [x, z]-plane is referred to as the “symmetry-axis plane”, 
and the [y, z]-plane where waves do not experience any anisotropy is the so-
called “isotropy plane” (Rüger 1997). We define that a plane wave propa-
gates in the [x, z]-plane and [y, z]-plane when the azimuthal angles are 0° and 
90°, respectively. 





Fig. 3. Geological models of the coalbed: (a) a two-layer model with two EDA me-
dia, and (b) a three-layer model with two isotropic media and an EDA medium. 
 
Fig. 4. Wave paths of plane elastic waves propagating in the fractured coalbed. 
In Appendix B, a different model (upper and lower layers are both an an-
isotropic medium) is established (Fig. 3a). One can illustrate the characteris-
tics of the wave motion and obtain the reflection coefficients at the interface. 
Then, as an extension of the above studies, an exact solution for reflections 
was obtained for the three-layer model (Fig. 3b). 
First, we will study the wave propagation in the three-layer model for an 
azimuthal angle of 0°. When a plane P wave is incident at interface 1 (shown 
in Fig. 4), it is reflected on the upper and lower boundaries of the coalbed. 
The observed reflection is a composite of the reflections from the top and 
bottom of the coalbed and all multiple and converted waves reflections with-
in the coalbed. However, in the highly attenuated layer the influence of the 
attenuation is the highest for the multiple reflections. For this reason, we de-
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cided to neglect their presence in our study. Figure 4 shows all the reflec-
tions and transmissions when waves propagate into the fractured coalbed. 
In Figure 4, there are 10 reflected waves in the upper isotropic layer 
when waves pass through the fractured coalbed: reflected P waves P1P1, 
P1S2S2P1, P1S2P2P1, P1P2S2P1, and P1P2P2P1, and converted S waves P1S1, 
P1S2S2S1, P1S2P2S1, P1P2S2S1, and P1P2P2S1. Note that waves P1S2P2P1 and 
P1S2P2S1 are not shown in Fig. 4, as their propagation paths coincide with 
those of P1P2S2P1 and P1P2S2S1. 
To explain the wave paths in Fig. 4, we apply a finite difference method 
to simulate the elastic wave propagating in the three-layer model. This 
method has fourth-order accuracy in space and second-order accuracy in 
time. In the numerical example, the thickness of each layer is 100 m. The 
P-wave velocities, S-wave velocities, and densities in the top and bottom 
layers are  p1 = p3 = 3710 m/s,  s1 = s3 = 1990 m/s,  and  1 = 3 = 
2.6 g/cm3, respectively, whereas in the middle layer, the background 
parameters are  p2 = 2200 m/s,  s2 = 1100 m/s,  and  2 = 1.39 g/cm3. The 
crack density is 0.3 and the aspect ratio of the dry crack is 0.002. The 
azimuth of the cracks is 90°. The grid intervals are  x = z = 1 m. The time 
sampling interval is  t = 0.1 ms. The P-wave source with a frequency of 
150 Hz is located at the center of the model. In this experiment, we use the 
classical perfectly matched layer (Komatitsch and Tromp 2003) as the 
absorbing boundary condition to eliminate reflections at the artificial 
boundaries. Figure 5 shows snapshots of elastic wavefields at different 
times. Some wave types shown in Fig. 4 are observed in these snapshots. 
Note that the snapshot time is stopped at 120 ms, because the conventional 
finite difference grids may become unstable after seismic waves run for long 
distances and a long time. 
Next, the exact formula for reflection coefficients needs to be derived. 
As shown in Fig. 4, the propagation directions of all P waves are parallel to 
each other in the upper isotropic layer. Thus, these P waves have the same 
polarization, horizontal slowness, and vertical slowness, similar to the case 
for the S waves propagating in the upper isotropic layer. The displacement 
vector of any of the mentioned waves at interface 1 can be expressed as: 
      u , exp exp , 1,2,...,5 ,pm p p pm p pmf h A i px r z t i m 	
       (5) 
      su , exp exp , 1, 2,...,5 ,n s s sn s snf h A i px r z t i n 	
       (6) 
where the subscript  m = 1, 2, …, 5  corresponds to the P waves P1P1, 
P1S2S2P1, P1S2P2P1, P1P2S2P1, and P1P2P2P1,  n = 1, 2, …, 5  corresponds to 
the converted S waves P1S1, P1S2S2S1, P1S2P2S1, P1P2S2S1, and P1P2P2S1, 
(fp, hp) and (fs, hs)  are unit polarization vectors of P and S waves, p is hori- 
 










Fig. 5. Snapshots of the X-com- 
ponent at different times in the 
dry fractured coalbed model:  
(a) X-component snapshot at  t = 
60 ms, showing the incident P 
and S waves, and the transmit-
ting P wave and converted S 
wave from the P wave on the 
coalbed roof; (b) X-component 
snapshot at  t = 80 ms, showing 
the reflected P wave and con-
verted S wave on the coalbed 
roof; (c) X-component snapshot 
at  t = 120 ms, showing the re-
flected P wave and converted S 
wave from P1P2 on the coalbed 
floor, as well as transmitted 
waves. 
 
zontal slowness, rp and rs are values of the vertical slowness of P and S 
waves, and pm and sn are the initial wavefront phases of P and S waves. 
Assuming that the phase of the P1 wave on arrival at interface 1 is zero, 
we obtain: 
 1 1 0 .p s	 	   (7) 
The initial wavefront phases of other waves are constrained by the travel 
time delay. As an example, the initial phase of P1P2P2P1 (i.e., p5) can be 
calculated in the next step. 
Figure 6 shows the ray paths of P-waves P1, P1P2, P1P2P2, and P1P2P2P1. 
The incidence angle of wave P1 is 1 while the transmission angle is 2.  
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Fig. 6. Ray paths of P waves. 
The thickness of the coalbed is h. The delay time tOC can be calculated ac-
cording to: 
    21 1 1 2 2 2( sin ) 2 sin cos ,OCt OC v OB v h v       (8) 
where 1 is the velocity of the P wave propagating in the upper isotropic lay-
er, and 2 is the velocity of P waves P1P2 and P1P2P2. tOAB  is calculated as: 
  2 2 22 2 cos .OAB OA ABt t t OA v h v         (9) 
The travel time delay between reflected P waves is given by: 
       22 2 2 2 2 2 22 cos 2 sin cos 2 cos .OAB OCt t t h v h v h v            (10) 
The phase difference (i.e., the initial phase of P1P2P2P1) is given by: 
  5 2 22 cos .p t h v	       (11) 
The initial phase of other waves can be calculated in the same way. 
The amplitude of the reflection is governed by the transmission and re-
flection coefficients of the top and bottom interfaces. Equations 5 and 6 can 
be written as: 
      u , exp exp , 1,2,...,5 ,pm p p p pm p pmf h A R i px r z t i m 	
       (12) 
      su , exp exp , 1,2,...,5 ,n s s p sn s snf h A R i px r z t i n 	
       (13) 
where Ap is the amplitude of incident wave P1. When  m = n = 1, we have: 
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 1 1 1 1 1 1, ,p p p s p sR R R R   (14) 
where Rp1p1 denotes the P-wave reflection coefficient of the P1 wave at inter-
face 1, Rp1s1 denotes the S-wave reflection coefficient of P1 at interface 1. 
When  m = n = 2, we have: 
 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1, ,p p s p s s p s s p s p s p s s p s s sR T R T R T R T   (15) 
where Tp1s2 denotes the S-wave transmission coefficient of P1 at interface 1, 
Rp1s2s2 denotes the S-wave reflection coefficient of P1S2 at interface 2, 
Tp1s2s2p1 denotes the P-wave transmission coefficient of P1S2S2 at interface 1, 
and Tp1s2s2s1 denotes the S-wave transmission coefficient of P1S2S2 at inter-
face 1. These reflection and transmission coefficients can be calculated using 
Eq. B14 derived in Appendix B. 
Similarly, we have: 
 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1, ,p p s p s p p s p p s p s p s p p s p sR T R T R T R T   (16) 
 4 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 4 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1, ,p p p p p s p p s p s p p p p s p p s sR T R T R T R T   (17) 
 5 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 5 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1, .p p p p p p p p p p s p p p p p p p p sR T R T R T R T   (18) 
We assume that the depth of interface 1 is zero. Each wave propagating 
in the upper isotropic layer, except for incident wave P1, contributes to the 
total reflected waveform so that the composite reflection of the P wave is 
given by: 
      5 51 1, exp exp ( ) .m p p p pm pmm mf h A R i i px t    
     p pu u  (19) 
Euler’s formula, we can simplify Eq. 19 as: 
      , exp exp ( ) ,p p p p pf h A R i i px t	   pu  (20) 
where 





	     
    5 51 1cos , sin .p pm pm p pm pmm mM R N R      (21) 
The amplitude and initial phase of composite reflected P waves are ApRp 
and 	p, respectively. Rp is the P-wave reflection coefficient. 
Similarly, we add the displacements of S waves and obtain: 
      5 1 , exp exp ( ) ,n s s p s sn f h A R i i px t	    s su u  (22) 




 2 2 1, tan ,ss s s s
s
M
R M N N	
    
    5 51 1cos , sin .s sn sn s sn snn nM R N R      (23) 
The amplitude and initial phase of composite reflected S waves are ApRs 
and 	s, respectively. Rs is the converted S-wave reflection coefficient. 
The same derivation is applied to the solution for reflection coefficients 
when a wave propagates in the [y, z]-plane (azimuth of 90°). 
The exact solution for reflections has been derived in Appendix B. In the 
next steps, forward modeling can be employed to compute the reflection co-
efficients and an accurate AVO response can be obtained. 
4. AVO  RESPONSE  IN  A  FRACTURED  COALBED 
The AVO response refers to the variation of the seismic wave amplitude or 
reflection coefficient with offset or incidence angle. The exact formulation 
has been derived for calculating the reflection coefficient in a three-layer 
model as discussed above. In this section, we substitute various physical pa-
rameters into the equation and analyze the variation in the reflection coeffi-
cient with the incidence angle of the P wave. The physical parameters of the 
three-layer model are listed in Table 1. The values of crack density, crack 
aspect ratio, bulk modulus of the crack filler, wavelet frequency, and thick-
ness of the coalbed, which are all listed in the table, can be used to analyze 
the characteristics of the AVO response. 
Table 1 
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Note: The bulk moduli of gas and water that fill the fractures are 2 and 2250 MPa. 




Fig. 7. Effect of a single wave on the reflection response of the composite wave. 
We first discuss the characteristics of the variation of reflection coeffi-
cients at an azimuthal angle of 0. From Section 3, we know that the reflec-
tion coefficient is a composite of the reflections from the top and bottom of 
the coalbed in the three-layer model. Thus, we need to analyze the effect of 
each single wave on the reflection coefficient of the composite wave. Fig-
ure 7 shows the P-wave and converted S-wave reflection coefficients evalu-
ated at interface 1 with gas-saturated fractures. The crack density is set to 
0.3, the average aspect ratio of cracks is 0.002, the wavelet frequency is 
60 Hz, and the thickness of the coalbed is 7 m. 
In Figure 7a, the reflection coefficients of P waves P1P1 and P1P2P2P1 
decrease but those of other single waves increase as the incidence angle in-
creases. It is obvious that the P waves P1P1 and P1P2P2P1 have considerable 
influence on the reflection coefficient of the composite P wave. Therefore, 
the reflection coefficient of the composite P wave (shown as “Com P”) de-
creases with an increasing incidence angle. In Figure 7b, the S-wave reflec-
tion coefficients of all converted S waves appear to have an increasing trend. 
Additionally, the converted wave P1S1 has notably affects in the reflection 
coefficient of the composite S wave (shown as “Com S”). From the 
discussion above, we conclude that the reflection from the top of the coalbed 
strongly affects the reflection coefficients of composite waves. 
Next, we consider factors, such as the crack density, crack aspect ratio 
(thickness over length, namely, minor/major axis of ellipsoid), bulk modulus 
of the crack filler, wavelet frequency and thickness of the coalbed that affect 
the AVO response. First, we vary the crack density from 0.15 to 0.35 at in-
tervals of 0.05. The average aspect ratio of cracks is 0.002, the crack filler is 
gas, the wavelet frequency is 60 Hz, and the thickness of the coalbed is 7 m. 
Figure 8 shows the effect of crack density on the reflection coefficient. 
In Figure 8a, both the intercept and slope of the P-wave reflection coef-
ficient curves increase  with  increasing crack density.  The reflection  coeffi- 
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Fig. 8. Effect of crack density on the wave reflection coefficient. 
 
Fig. 9. Effect of the crack aspect ratio on the wave reflection coefficient. 
cient curves resulting from different crack densities tend to equal each other 
when the incidence angle is about 27°. When the incidence angle is larger 
than 27°, the reflection coefficient decreases with increasing crack density. 
Figure 8b shows that the reflection coefficient of the converted S wave in-
creases with increasing crack density. 
The average aspect ratio of cracks affects the stiffness tensor of the 
coalbed, as well as the reflection coefficient. Figure 9 shows the effect of the 
crack aspect ratio, which varies from 0.001 to 0.003 in intervals of 0.05, on 
the reflection coefficient. The crack density is 0.3 and the other parameters 
are the same as above. 
In general, the crack aspect ratio has little effect on the reflection coeffi-
cient. For the P wave, the intercept of the reflection coefficient curve in-
creases with increasing crack aspect ratio, but the slope does not 
substantially change. For the converted S wave, there is a fractional change 
in the reflection coefficient. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of the crack filler on the wave reflection coefficient. 
 
Fig. 11. Effect of wavelet frequency on the wave reflection coefficient. 
In the next section we will discuss the effect on the reflection coefficient 
induced by the dry, gas or water saturated cracks. Figure 10 shows the inci-
dence angle against the wave reflection coefficient for dry, gas-saturated, 
and water-saturated cracks. The bulk moduli were listed in Table 1. The 
crack density is 0.3, the average aspect ratio of cracks is 0.002, the wavelet 
frequency is 60 Hz, and the thickness of the coalbed is 7 m. 
In Figure 10a, the reflection of the P wave is smaller when the crack is 
filled with gas or water than dry cracks. This is especially visible in the case 
of the water-saturated cracks. The same change is observed for the converted 
S wave in Fig. 10b. The wave reflection coefficient is little affected by the 
gas saturated cracks but strongly affected by the water saturated cracks. 
Next, we will study the change of the wavelet frequency from 40 to 
80 Hz at 10-Hz intervals. The crack filler is gas and the other parameters are 
the same as previously. The wave reflection coefficient changes are shown 
in Fig. 11. 




Fig. 12. Effect of the coalbed thickness on the wave reflection coefficient. 
For the P wave, the intercept and slope of the reflection coefficient 
curves increase with increasing wavelet frequency. When the incidence an-
gle is between 40° and 45°, the reflection coefficients calculated for different 
wavelet frequencies are approximately equal. For the converted S wave, the 
reflection coefficient increases with increasing wavelet frequency. 
Finally, we investigate the effect of the coalbed thickness on the reflec-
tion coefficient. The thickness is set from 3 to 11 m at 2-m intervals, and the 
results are shown in Fig. 12. 
The changes in the wave reflection coefficient curves seen in Fig. 12 are 
similar to those seen in Fig. 11. The reflection coefficient increases with in-
creasing coalbed thickness. When the incidence angle is between 40° and 
45°, the P-wave reflection coefficients calculated for different coalbed 
thicknesses are approximately equal. 
After discussing the changes in the reflection coefficient for an azimuthal 
angle of 0°, we consider the simulation of the wave propagation at an azi-
muthal angle of 90°. Figure 13 shows the effect of the crack density, crack 
aspect ratio, crack filler, wavelet frequency, and thickness of the coalbed on 
the P-wave reflection coefficient at the azimuth of 90° (parallel to the cracks 
system). 
In Figure 13a-c, there is no change in the P-wave reflection coefficient. 
Hence, a crack does not affect the reflection coefficient when the azimuthal 
angle is parallel to the cracks. In Figure 13d-e, the P-wave reflection coeffi-
cient increases with increasing wavelet frequency and coalbed thickness. As 
the incidence angle tends to 45°, the reflection coefficients become approxi-
mately equal. Therefore, when wave propagation is simulated at an azimuth-
al angle of 90°, only background isotropic parameters of the coalbed affect 
the reflection coefficient. This result is similar to that of Zhang et al. (1997) 
computed using a three-layer isotropic model. 









Fig. 13. Effects of coalbed parame-
ters on the P-wave reflection coeffi-
cient (azimuth of 90°). 
To investigate the seismic amplitude variation with the offset, we simu-
lated a two-dimensional survey line at a 5-m receiver spacing at the surface. 
The P-wave source of the Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 
60 Hz is located at the starting point of the survey line. The time sampling 
interval is 0.5 ms. We use three-layer model for an azimuthal angle of 0° and 
a gas-saturated crack and the same other parameters as in the previous ex-
ample. Figure 14 shows the synthetic common shot gather for the P and  
 




Fig. 14. Common shot gather. 
converted PS waves. The offset varies from 0 to 500 m at intervals of 5 m. 
The synthetic seismogram shows the same general trend in the AVO re-
sponse as observed in the previous example. 
The seismic amplitude obtained by forward modeling has been used to 
interpret variations in physical parameters of the fracture and coalbed. In 
practice, by comparing real seismic records from a coalfield with the syn-
thetic seismogram, we can inverse some parameters of the coalbed according 
to the amplitude. This has important significance in detecting CBM. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we built a three-layer model to describe AVO responses in an 
anisotropic coalbed. The top and bottom layers were isotropic, while the 
middle layer was a fractured coalbed considered as an EDA medium. Using 
the model, we simulated wave propagation and discussed individual reflec-
tions from the top and bottom of the coalbed. Employing Cheng’s theory, 
Kelvin–Christoffel equations and boundary conditions, an exact formula to 
calculate the reflection coefficient was derived. We modelled reflection coef-
ficients of the P and converted PS waves for the azimuths 0° and 90°. We 
demonstrated that the reflection coefficient of the P wave increases while the 
converted PS wave decreases with the increasing incidence angle. 
The crack density, crack aspect ratio, crack filler, wavelet frequency, and 
thickness of the coalbed have some effect on the reflection coefficient at an 
azimuthal angle of 0°. The results show that the intercept and slope of P-
wave reflection coefficient curves increase with increasing crack density, 
wavelet frequency, and coalbed thickness. In a certain range of the incidence 
angle, P-wave reflection coefficients are approximately equal. For the con-
verted S wave, there is also an increasing tendency for the reflection coeffi-
cient. Additionally, the reflection coefficients are considerably affected by 
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gas-saturated and water-saturated cracks. The crack aspect ratio has little ef-
fect on the reflection coefficient. When the azimuthal angle of fracture is 
parallel to the cracks, the differences in fracture parameters do not affect the 
reflected AVO signature, and the coalbed can be considered an isotropic 
medium. 
To analyze the variation in seismic amplitude, we created a synthetic 
seismogram by forward calculation. The information of the amplitude was 
used to detect changes of cracks in the coalbed. In particular, AVO curves 
were notably different for gas-saturated cracks and water-saturated cracks in 
a coalbed. This finding can be applied to CBM detection. Although there 
will be some possible obstacles like data quality, effect from the stress, tem-
perature, etc., our study shows that in the presence of the methane filled coal 
fractures we can expect changes in the amplitudes which can be possibly in 
the future inverted for the density of the fractures and may be for the me-
thane content. 
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A p p e n d i c e s  
A. Elastic wave equation and Kelvin–Christoffel equation  
for anisotropic media 
As the theoretical basis of wave mechanics, the elastic wave equation has 
been widely used to describe seismic wave propagation in isotropic and ani-
sotropic media. In anisotropic media, the strain produced by a stress of any 
kind is proportional to the stress. Hook’s law explains the stress-strain rela-
tionship and can be written using matrix notation as (Carcione 2007): 
 ,  C e  (A1) 
where  is the stress tensor, e is the strain tensor, and C is the stiffness tensor 
of 6  6 matrices. From Newton’s second law, which describes the dynamic 
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process among the stress, strain, and displacement, we get the general equa-
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u   (A2) 
where  is the density, u is the displacement vector, and  using the matrix 
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Equation A2 can be written in another form according to the relationship 
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u u  (A4) 
Equation A4 is the anisotropic elastic wave equation. 
A general wave solution for the displacement vector is written as (Ali 
and Jakobsen 2011) 
 ( )0 ,
i tA e   k xu P  (A5) 
where 
  , , .x y zk l l lk  (A6) 
Here  u = (ux, uy, uz)T  is the displacement vector, P = (px, py, pz)T  is the 
polarization vector, A0 is the wave amplitude, k is the wave-number vector 
and lx, ly, and lz are the direction cosines. The spatial differential operator in 
Eq. A3 can be replaced by 
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Substitution of Eqs. A5-A7 into Eq. A4 gives the Kelvin–Christoffel 
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Fig. A1. Variations in the phase ve-
locities of the three waves for angle of 
incidence between 0° and 90° with 
crack density   = 0.2  (solid line)  and  
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 L C L  (A9) 
is the Christoffel matrix. Because the polarization vector is nonzero, Eq. A8 
has a nonzero solution, i.e., 
 2 3det( ) 0 .v  I  (A10) 
After solving Eqs. 9 and 10, we can obtain the wave velocity v and polar-
ization vector P. Figure A1 shows the vertical sections of the P-, SV-, and 
SH-wave phase velocities for gas-saturated, water-saturated, and dry cracks. 
The background parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 except that the crack 
density is taken as 0.2 and 0.3. From Fig. A1, it is obvious that the crack fill-
er strongly affects the velocities of P, SV, and SH waves. Additionally, the 
three wave velocities reduce as the crack density increases. 
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B. Reflection of a plane wave in a two-layer anisotropic model 
The two-layer model is shown in Fig. 3a. Two homogeneous anisotropic 
half-spaces (EDA1 and EDA2) are separated by a horizontal interface. 
A plane P-wave incident on the interface generates three plane waves with 
mutually orthogonal polarization directions: P, SV, and SH waves. When the 
incident P-wave travels in the [x, z]-plane, we need to consider the coupling 
of P and SV waves at the interface. However, the third wave type, the SH 
wave, is polarized perpendicular to the [x, z]-plane and is not excited by inci-
dent P and SV waves. Additionally, it is decoupled from the P and SV waves. 
Thus, we only need to solve the transmission and reflection coefficients of 
the P and SV waves due to the continuity requirements at the plane horizon-
tal interface in the [x, z]-plane (azimuth of 0°). The wave propagation in the 
[y, z]-plane (azimuth of 90°) can be described in the same way. Figure B1 
shows the plane wave propagation in the two-layer model for an azimuthal 
angle of 0°. The plane P-wave P incident at the interface generates four 
waves: reflected PP1 and PS1 waves, and transmitted PP2 and PS2 waves. 
Next, we begin to derive the exact solution for reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients as a function of the incidence angle. Boundary conditions 
have to be applied to solve for the reflection and transmission coefficients. 
We assume that the stiffness tensors of EDA(1) and EDA(2) are C(1) and C(2) 
for an azimuthal angle of 0°. Using Cheng’s theory (1993) mentioned above, 
elastic stiffness tensors can be computed from the known background veloci-
ty, crack density, crack aspect ratio, and crack filler. The stress-strain rela-
tionship, explained by Hooke’s law in Appendix A, can then be written as  
Fig. B1. Wave propagation in the two-layer model. 
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where  ( ) ( )C [ ]j jmnc  (m, n = 1, 2, ..., 6)  is the stiffness tensor of EDA
(j), 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ , , , , , ]j j j j j j j Txx yy zz yz xz xy        is the stress tensor of EDA
(j), and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ , , , , , ]j j j j j j j Txx yy zz yz xz xye e e e e ee   is the strain tensor of EDA
(j). 
Meanwhile, the strain–displacement relationship can be expressed as 
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 (B2) 
where ( )jxu , 
( )j
yu , and 
( )j
zu  are components of the displacement vector u
(j) in 
the directions of x, y, and z. The continuity of stress at the reflecting horizon 
yields (assuming that the depth of the interface is zero; i.e., z = 0) 
 (1) (2) (1) (2), .zz zz zx zx      (B3) 
Substituting Eq. B2 into B1, we have 
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 (B4) 
Substituting Eq. (B4) into (B3), we have 
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 (B5) 
Equation A5 is a function of the displacement vector of a plane wave. In 
the [x, z]-plane, the displacement vector u has the form 
    , exp , 1,2,...,5 ,k k k k k kf h A i p x r z t k
     u  (B6) 
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where  Pk = (fk, hk)  is the unit polarization vector, Ak is the wave amplitude, 
pk is horizontal slowness with respect to the x-axis, and rk is vertical slow-
ness with respect to the z-axis.  k = 1, 2, …, 5  denote the incident P-wave P, 
reflected P-wave PP1, reflected converted S-wave PS1, transmitted P-wave 
PP2, and transmitted converted S-wave PS2, respectively. 
At the top of the interface, the total displacement of waves propagating 
in EDA(1) is written as 
  3(1) 1 exp ( ) ,x k k k kku f A i p x r z t    
  3(1) 1 exp ( ) .z k k k kku h A i p x r z t    
(B7)
 









exp ( ) .z k k k kku h A i p x r z t    
(B8)
 
From the boundary condition, which describes the continuity of dis-
placement, we obtain 
    3 21 4exp ( ) exp ( ) ,k k k k k kk kf A i p x t f A i p x t       (B9) 
    3 21 4exp ( ) exp ( ) .k k k k k k k kk kh A i p x r z t h A i p x r z t         (B10) 
From the solution of the Kelvin–Christoffel equation and Snell’s law, we 
conclude that the horizontal slowness shown in Fig. B1 is the same for all 
waves. Letting  pk = p, Eqs. B9 and B10 can be reduced to 
 3 2 3 2
1 4 1 4
, .k k k k k k k kk k k kf A f A h A h A         (B11) 
Solving Eqs. B5 and B11, we have 
 2 3 4 5 1M( , , , ) N( ) ,
TA A A A A  (B12) 
where M and N are 44 matrices that contain the elements of the stiffness 
matrix, polarization and slownesses. It is well known that the reflection and 
transmission coefficients are defined as 
 3 52 4
1 1 1 1
, , , .pp ps pp ps
A AA AR R T T
A A A A
     (B13) 
EquationB12 can then be written as 
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   -1, , , M N .pp ps pp psR R T T   (B14) 
EquationB14 represents the exact solution for reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients at an interface of EDA media. 
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